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A MODERNIST OASIS IN BOCA DO LOBO’S WORLD
A LEGACY THAT BRINGS LUST INTO LUXURY

The mirage of a calm and peaceful room in the midst of a chaotic life.
The modernist oasis promise graceful resources, inspiring desires and
the most pure details – the fusion set by Boca do Lobo. One that blurred
the lines between interior design and maximizing the desert sunlight into
harmonizing the dramatic and traditional craftsmanship. The Nature’s
Blessing selection it’s a fusion of traditional handmade art pieces with
peaceful ambiances. On the other hand, the Tree of Gold reflects
refinement golden environments in richness and luxury spaces. A real
dream come true.
The world of luxury takes the risk and takes the step of launching the new
exclusive pieces in an elegant and robust way, just like a mirage. Boca
do Lobo unveils the main colors and shades for the upcoming season,
through nature color or even through an emotional golden experience,
dreams and feelings are always a demand. This Season is full of different
choices gathered all together into one statement: Boca do Lobo’s Osis
Dream Come True.
Boca do Lobo has that forward-thinking outlook that’s needed to pledge
the perfect piece of art. Each product embraces uniqueness to a one of
a kind emotional experience. Pieces have a wide variety of handmade
skills with a unique contemporary design. An uncomparable Oasis of
Gold!
Through its exclusive design, Boca do Lobo brings the best Portuguese
techniques and quality with the only purpose to light up spaces with
expertly crafted pieces. Designs became increasingly more mature,
perfecting its unique concept of Emotional Design and creating dreaming
pieces that actually creates an emotion.
Boca do Lobo invites everyone to think one step ahead with the most
fearless season to come, full of vibrant inspirations.

DOWNLOAD PRESS PACK

Equator | Globe Bar

Lapiaz | Sideboard

Dali | Luxury Safe

Diamond Piryte | Sideboard

Supernova | Sconce

Heritage | Sideboard

NATURE’S BLESSING
SUPERNOVA | Sconce
Supernova Sconces were born from the cataclysmic explosion of a
massive star. The instant of a bright star burst that was suspended into a
fascinating lighting design.
LAPIAZ INOX | Sideboard
The Lapiaz Sideboard originates from one of Boca do Lobo’s iconic
design pieces. Based on the same aesthetic that created a legacy, the
Lapiaz Sideboard takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a new
realm.
DIAMOND PYRITE | Sideboard
Projected to be the jewel in the crown of the Portuguese brand Boca do
Lobo, the Diamond Sideboard is a reflection of the furniture jeweler’s
expertise and quintessence, undoubtedly deserving its title.
DALI | Luxury Safe
The Dalí safe is inspired by the great surrealist artist and movement,
created to guarantee the preservation of valuables, amidst liquid
modernity and the volatility around us.
HERITAGE | Sideboard
Portugal has adopted them like no other country has and in order to
honor the Portuguese hand painted tiles, Boca do Lobo created Heritage
Sideboard.
EQUATOR | Globe Bar
Equator is full of “Portugal”: soul, navigators & discovery, represented by
the embossed hammered cooper and the elegant wood lines.

TREE OF GOLD
FORTUNA | Dining Table
The Fortuna Dining Table is a shimmering statement piece that unites
Boca do Lobo’s one of a kind design aesthetic and passion for Gold.
STONEHENGE | Sideboard
Finding inspiration in the prehistoric monument Stonehenge, positioned
asymmetrically and composed by a striking finishes and materials –Brass
and Marble. This piece promises to elevate your living space to the next
level.
SOLEIL | Armchair
Soleile armchair is a synthesis of styles and senses. Inspired by the spirit
and mission of the famous Cirque de Soleil, the purpose is to invoke,
provoke and evoke. Soft, sultry curves gently embrace the sitter in this
elegant vintage and contemporary style sofa.
KNOX ! Luxury Safe
Fort Knox is home to one of the world’s most notorious gold vaults, known
for it’s incredibly high security standards and impenetrability. Inspired by
this safe-haven, the Knox Safe represents an inviolable barrier between
the world and your most valuable treasures.
NEWTON | Lamp
Newton Lamp is a monumental piece which authenticates Boca do Lobo
designers and artisans’ work.
Nº11 | Chair
The Nº11 Chair was carefully developed to enhance your dining
experience, providing you with the best quality seating solutions.
Handsomely crafted from solid brass, this modern chair is also available
is three different colors, combining an avant-garde approach with classic
and emblematic lines.
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Nº11 | Chair

Stonehenge | Console

ABOUT US
BOCA DO LOBO furniture is an exclusive emotional experience, a sense of belonging and a state of mind.
We strive to encourage sensational experiences by creating beautiful pieces which are passionately inspired
and handcrafted in Portugal by a staff that loves what they do; experiences which pass on the feeling of
exclusivity. Our designers possess an undeniable talent for composing pieces which stir emotion in their
admirers. Our artisan’s wisdom, accumulated from years of experience, is instilled with love and dedication
in the art that they perform. No detail or element is overlooked as we offer the best at the frontier between
design and art. Each piece will bring you on a journey to sources of pleasure you may have forgotten, and take
you to places you have never been before; a journey to BOCA DO LOBO world – a world of emotions.
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